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The five-star experience enjoyed by guests at the newly refurbished InterContinental London
Park Lane, is due in part to a Trend building management system whose duties extend from
individually controlling the air conditioning in each of the hotel’s 447 bedrooms to monitoring its
supplies of wine and champagne to ensure they are always at the right temperature. Supplied
and engineered by AES Control Systems, the BMS is also set to play a vital energy saving role.
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important to us too. We’ve also
been impressed by AES, and not
just because of their ability to tackle
a project of this scale. They’ve also
shown that they care about their
client’s interests.”

“If you depend on system monitored
data then you have to be confident it
is accurate”. The hotel has thus taken
out a Service Level Agreement with
AES (who are a Trend ‘IQ Assured’
Accredited Partner) that not only
provides

emergency

breakdown

cover but also twice-yearly system
check-ups. Trend’s service division
will support them in this, dealing
with any out-of-hours faults. If these
can’t be rectified remotely, a service
engineer will visit site (within 4hrs).
Other InterContinental Hotels with
Trend building management systems
include those in Sydney, Jakarta,
Lusaka, Berlin and Frankfurt.

AES can be contacted on
01604 790606.
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